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Champagne Hippy was launched 
in 2014, a huge project was 
undertaken to relaunch and refit 
her, a year long labour of love for 
the owners, they are delighted 
with their efforts and when you 
see her you’ll understand why.



At a Glance
 à  Up to 8 guests cruising, 2 crew 
(captain & chef/stewardess)

 à Cruising speed 9 - 12 knots

Layout
1 master, 2 double & 1 convertible  
twin/double cabin with en-suite

Mediterranean Weekly Rates
 à  £33,000 per week plus 21%  
Spanish VAT

 à €6,500 APA

Caribbean Weekly Rates
 à  £33,000 per week (no VAT)
 à €6,500 APA

Destinations
Winter: Caribbean

Summer: Balearics, base Palma, 
Mallorca

Features
 à 2019 full refit interior and exterior
 à 1 x seabob
 à Williams 320 jet tender
 à 2 x paddle boards
 à sun bathing mats

Highlights
Amazing refit, many upgrades from 
original commission. perfect for larger 
families and friends.

Specification
Length 23.42m | Beam 6.31m | Draft 3.22m

Layout
The interior is typically Oyster, well made, beautiful 
carpentry, quality fittings, she oozes class. Neutral 
colours with walnut flooring and American white oak 
panelling. Her Williams Jet tender is kept in the garage 
leaving a vast aft deck for sunbathing. The cockpit 
seating area can be protected with a spray hood and 
bimini, the custom table is magnetic and chess can be 
played on it whatever the weather. The interior has a 
large saloon with TV and stereo system. Heading aft there 
are 3 guest cabins. The large master cabin is furthest aft 
with the other two cabins between it and the saloon, one 
is a double and the other can be converted from a double 
to twin beds, all three have en-suite with separate 
shower cubicles. The 4th guest cabin is forward of 
saloon, also a double cabin, a slightly smaller en-suite/
wet room. The galley and crew cabin are forward  
on the port side.

Performance
The Oyster 825 is a powerful, easy sailing yacht by 
Humphreys Yacht Design. She can sail 250 miles a day 
without breaking a sweat. Champagne Hippy also has a 
larger engine so can easily knock the miles off on those 
windless days.
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